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August . lO,1977 

Members 

Dr. John E. Naugle - . NASA Chairman 
Col. James R. IHankensliip-:-NRO 

" Adm. Ross N. Wiliiams":'06D . . 
,- Mr . Ernes t J. zelliner-;:9i A 

Participants 

Mr '. Leonard B. Jaffe (part time) 
Mr. Samuel H. Hubbard (part time) 
Mr. Davj,d Wiiliamson,Jr . ' , 
Mr. Howard P ~ Barfieid:"" . .. , i:L. 
Capt. Harry t. Bixby (US~) ..... :+},.:, ;:.'.:' 
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l~ '1the Co~ittee agreed that NAsA should prepare a memo 
for the Data Committee to s~nd to the PRB recommending 

. that NAsA proceeQ. with the l RASprogr am under specific 
. guidelines. . 

: ': ~~ .. 

2 . . NASA will temporarily hold all : ATS-6 RF survey ' ', . ' ~4' 

pen~;in?, new PRM.~23 poliqy .. g~idan~e i When pol~cy h~s "':l(fP ' 
est~bh. sh.ed the Data Comm~tt.ee w~ll reconunend a data /~~ 
dis~osition 'plan to thE! PRB l ' ~~. , 

3 . . The· Conunittee agreed th~t NASA should draft memo for 
the ' 'Data C6mmi ttee to send to the PRB recornrne ing . the 

.. d~veJop~e~t m'ilestone s, ' revie\'o1 procedures, a operating ' 
. ·:~6nstraints · underwhich NASA might proceed ith the 
Electromagnetic Emanation Experiment (EE on Spacelab 3, 
p~esu~ing resolutio~ of' the basic poli question as to 
the civil role in such experimentatio • 

4. The Data Committee to: 

a. NASAls proceeding w' h the development and 
operations of the 5 e eriments for OFT #2 
named in Attachment NASA intends to discuss 
at the next PRB i plans for Shuttle Synthetic 
Aperture Radar g ological data acquisition and 
analysis. 

b. roceeding with the development of the 
Large For at Camera for f l ight on OFT #2 or subsequent 
STS mis onSi TheComrnittee will review data acquisition 
plans t a later date. 

proceeding with plans to develop and fly on 
acelab #1 the experiments listed in Attachment 4 •. 

will provide Committee members with technical 
de criptive data on the Thematic Mapper, Stereosat, Seasat B, 

d the Shuttle Imaging Radar. 
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1. Infra-red Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) 
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The status of the joint Netherlands/US/UK project was 
reported by NASA. A draft memorandum to be sent from the 
Data committee to the Program Review Board was tabled by 
NA~A~ and the memo was read and discussed at some length. 
The capabilities of IRASand the probabilities of data 
acquisition of synchron6ussatellites were discussed. 
NASA and NRO reported on their analyses of alternat~ves 
in avoiding ,acquisition, and in rejection of satellite data 
in-flight and on the ground . J Al s o discussed were the two 
studies re ardin what mi inferred about the missions 
of the from nillS ' data '"" fll:M; ,positions 
of the t , ree "impact statements" solicited by the NRO ' from 
CIA, DIA, and NSA were outlined. 

It is believed to be unlikely for programmatic and 
scientific procedural reasons that t he Soviets, even if 
interested, cou,ld acquire the "reject" tapes and associated 
software for satellite analysis. 

It was agreed that NASA should redraft the memo for Committee 
member approval making the recommendat ion to the PRB that 
NASA should proceed _~:!:.!!t ~?e , ~Il ~ <= !:~!~!" P~Qj~~p:,der 
certain conditions (RE?dra~1: , ~emo i~aCJ.ur1ent ,~-:J -'" " 

, , 

_ .. .... _---_ .. . 
2. Radio Fre uenc Interference 

Emanation Experiment ' (EEE) 

ATS-6 RF Survey Data 

NASA reported that the alysis of the Eastern Hemisphere 
data acquired by ATS-s e xpected to be completed by 
September 15,19 The analysis may be of value to TDRSS 

otential RF interference in that part of the 
ata acquired over the W~stern Hemisphere are being 

GSFC, and further analysis is in abeyance. 
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to FOIA questions since NASA is presently withholding ,"., 
unclassisied data from public release (both Eastern ~};5, 

'~?$tern Hemisphere Data). It was agreed that NASA ," J, 

send an interim response to gain a little time; t 
agreed to help identify this company's sponsor a 
After the PRM-23 space policy issues have been ettled, the 
Data Committee will make a data disposition r commendation 
to the PRB. 

GSFC EEEProposal for Spacelab-3 

NRO repo-rted on the results of an ana sis of the EEE 
experimeni.: by NSAi : .which concluded t at as specif~ed ' t.he' 
EEE would not acquire voice data n intelligible communications 
and would have a ground transmitt r location capabiiity of no 
better than 50 nrn ,radius. 

NASA would prepare a memo for the committee 
re the NASA EEE proposal. This would 

It was agreed th 
to send to the 
include NASA ta acquisition, processing, analysis and 

plans, the technical development schedule and 
interagen review procedures, and possible future utiliza-

t e equipment. It would also recognize the open 
icy issue on RFI surveys. 

Portion of a National RFI Re irements Pa er 

draft was not discussed per se, but the need for 
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a national requirements document was discussed. 
agreed that such a document might be useful, and 
be pursued as part of the preparations for GWARC 

3. Ex eriments Planned for Shuttle Orbiter Fli ht 

4 

#2 

The committee agreed that NASA should proceed w' h the 
e.loOfi*ft1ent--m~...Qperations of the five experim ts named 

1 3. ith regard to one of thes experiments, 
~~~rn,PF~-AAp~e-rture Radar for Geology, i was agreed 

that would at the next PRB meeting di cuss its data 
plans for such instruments. 

NASA discussed plans for ' developing 
(LFC) (12- inch focal length, 9 X U3 

Large Format Camera 
rmat, ITEK design) .' 

-
This camera system maybe flown on series of STS missions 
and, if ready, maybe flown on an - FT flight in 1979. 

The Technical Committee concurr d in the development of the 
LFC on 9 December 1976. mmittee had no obje.ct~ons -t9 _ 
NASA I S proceeding with the eloprnent with _ the uriderstanding. -
that the Committee would r data plans at a later date 
when available. 

4.S acelab #1 Ex 

NASA discussed pia 
NASA experiments 
rio objections to 

to _ fly an Space Agency and 
ttachrnent , 4. The committee had 
~~~~~wWi1tth these exper~men~s. 

The discussio ESA experiments underlined _ the 
awa,renes-sth t has no direct control of foreign 
experiment and space missions and that these will be 

-developin in increasing -number. What the US plans and 
does mus planned with the knowledge that the US is 

otal control of the space scene. 

NASA Candidate New starts 

ASAnoted plans 
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Multi-Spectral 

NASA discussed a Stereosat, 
and two active imagers ese .are Seasat - B, and a 

, II Shuttle Imagin ar" for repeated STS flights. I 

send further descriptive material for member 
on the above candidates • 

. i### 

~n""n~: as ~ted ~hmen~:#s ~ eting Agenda 
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